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Prerequisites 
1. Internet Connection 

2. IE11 or Google Chrome for optimized display 

3. Credentials to login to CLC admin module 

4. Access to Configuration tab  

Organization 
The admin can use this option to set configurations specific to an 

Office ID of a travel agency. Available in top right section. 

 
Configurations 
Global/customer specific configurations can be done in the 

following tabs 

1. Customer/Provider Types 

2. Bypass 

3. Business Rules 

4. Email Management 

5. Credit Limit Notification 

6. Form of Payment 

Customer/Provider Types 
Customer Reference Type : Provision to set the reference for 

Customer ID to be captured from the PNR. If the admin selects 

1. Customer ID: App checks for the remark with the text 

“CUSTOMERID” or “CUSTOMER ID”. The number 

following this text is captured. 

2. Account Number (AIAN): App checks for AIAN element. 

3. Other: App checks for the remark element consisting of 

the exact [entered against this field] text in the PNR. Text 

is mandatory if this option is selected. 

Credit Limit Provider-Back Office Configuration 

This tab includes configuring the source from where  

the customer data would be fetched. 

Mandatory Fields: If the Web Service option selected is Traccs/ 

ETravel/Systrixit then IP and port number are mandatory. 

 
 
 

By-Pass Details 
Manual 
1. Provision to create a bypass keyword record to bypass a 

PNR. 

2. Minimum 4 chars [alphabets &/OR number] is required 

to create a bypass keyword. 

PNR can be bypassed by the TA only if the Bypass checkbox is 

TRUE, keyword used by the TA is configured here and if the duty 

code check is disabled or if the duty code of the TA is configured 

here. 

3. If a PNR is bypassed, notification will be sent only if the 

Enable Notification = TRUE 

Mandatory Fields 
1. If Bypass checkbox is TRUE then the bypass keyword is 

mandatory. 

2. If Bypass checkbox = TRUE and Disable Duty Code check 

= FALSE then then at least one duty code record is 

mandatory. 

Automatic 

If the checkbox Bypass = TRUE if the PNR’s customer name/type 

matches with the record configured here, the PNR would be 

bypassed automatically. 

Mandatory Fields 

If Bypass checkbox is TRUE then at least one customer specific 

record is mandatory. 

Business Rules 
Admin to have a provision to control issuance of tickets if the 

Available Credit of that customer is too low or if the ticketing 

amount is more than the Available credit. This is done by setting 

different rules (Amount or Percentage) in order to send the PNR 

for Level 1/2 approval or reject or send for issuance. 

1. Provision to search an existing Business Rules. 

2. 2 types of rules – Global & Customer specific. 

3. Creation of Business Rule with the same action and for 

the same customer name/type will be blocked. 

 

 

Priority – Rule Type 

 
Global rules are not applied to any customer name/type which 

has a customer specific rule. 

Priority – Business Rule action 

 
If there is an overlap between the rejection rule & the approval 

rule such that rejection value <= Approval value then rejection 

takes priority as per this diagram. 

Appropriate values are to be set against each action. 

Example : If the VOL set against the Approval & Reject action in 

global or customer specific rule is 500 & 1000 respectively and 

the Available Credit is 10000 then 

Approval starts from 500 + 10000 = 10500 

Rejection starts from 1000 + 10000 = 11000 

Hence if  

TST amt < 10500 – PNR is issued 

10500 =< TST amt < 11000 – PNR is sent for approval 

TST amt > = 11000 – PNR is rejected. 

Second Level Approval 

Global Rule: If the ticketing amount is > a value then it can be sent 

for 2 levels of approval/Level 2 directly. This can be done by 

marking this checkbox TRUE in global section and setting a value 

against it. 

 
Customer Specific Rule: Herein, field to enter the Second Level 

Approval VOL is enabled if Action = Approve. 
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Skip Approver 1 checkbox 

1. Available in the global rule section. 

2. Applicable for both the types of rule 

3. If there exists a value in the Second Level Approval VOL 

field – customer specific and global rule and if the 

ticketing amount is > = this VOL and if the checkbox Skip 

Approver 1 = TRUE, the requested PNR would be sent to 

L2 approval directly. 

Apply Business Rule when Available credit is 0 or less 

If checkbox = TRUE then the requested PNR will not be rejected 

directly even if Available Credit is zero or less but allows the app 

to apply business rules. 

Mandatory Fields 

1. In global rule section if checkbox Second Level Approval 

= TRUE; VOL field below it is mandatory. 

2. On adding/editing a business rule – Customer 

Name/Type and the Value Over Limit is mandatory. 

Credit Limit Notification 
1. Helps to notify the customer/account manager regarding 

the low Available Credit. This can be done by creating a 

customer specific rule with a percentage. 

2. If the Available Credit becomes equal to or less than the 

percentage set then notification is sent to email 

configured against that record. 

3. If there exists no email then it is sent to the default 

recipient.  

4. Multiple emails can be set for a customer specific record 

[comma separated]. 

Mandatory Fields 

1. On adding/editing the record, the customer name/type 

and percentage are mandatory fields. 

2. Default Recipient is a mandatory field. 

 

Form of Payment 
1. Provision to configure form of payment eligible for CLC. 

2. Global/Customer specific FOP can be configured. 

3. If configured FOP does not match with FOP existing in the 

PNR then the PNR is bypassed from CLC check. 

Mandatory Fields 

1. At least one FOP is to be selected. 

2. On adding/editing customer specific FOP, the customer 

name/type is mandatory field. 

Summary of Notifications 
Email is sent/copied to the TA only if his/her username, who 

entered TTP for a PNR is configured in the Email Management tab 

with an email against it. Else default email is considered. 
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